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he Point of Pictures 
(Visual Images)  
“A picture is worth a thousand words.” 
 This sentence is a proverb. A proverb is                

an old saying. Often, it is a basic truth. What does this 
saying mean? It suggests we can get a lot of info from                          
a visual image. It implies a picture can send a message.                   
Do you agree with this interpretation of the proverb?  
There are many kinds of pictures. One kind is a photograph.  
People use different kinds of cameras to take photographic 
images. Usually, a photo is realistic. It looks like real things. 
What real-life objects do these depictions show? 

Photographs can be great or meaningless, beautiful or ugly, interesting or 
boring, accurate or changed, artistic or unimaginative, amusing or disturbing.                 
So can other kinds of pictures. Artists paint or draw with various styles.                        
Some paintings or designs have colors or shades of black, white, and gray. 
Other pictures are sketches or drawings. Some line drawings look like cartoons.                    
Any visual may consist of images only. Or it may include words or text.     
What kinds of pictures are these? What do they show? How do you like them? 
Can you identify them? (Background information is on Answer Key page 12.)  
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READING 
ABOUT      

READING: 
How are 
visuals                 

presented? 

At first, most printed 
pictures were works 
of art or illustrations 
of facts, info, events,  
and ideas mentioned  

in nearby text.  

Today, there are 
many types (styles   

+ methods) of 
photography, 

painting, drawing,   
and cartooning.        

There are also                     
other kinds of flat 
(two-dimensional) 

visual imagery: 
collages, mosaics, 

posters, digitized 
(video), animated, 

electronic, tattoos, . .    

Image types are 
often combined.                

For instance, many 
computer visuals  
are photographs                   
of other forms of 

presentation.  
Photos can be 

changed into line 
drawings/cartoons. 

Painting and line 
drawing can be   

done on top of other 
kinds of images—              

on various surfaces. 

There are many 
classifications + 

sub-categories of 
visual imagery—with 

different materials, 
techniques, styles, 
content, meanings.  

Kinds of photography include action, artistic, black & white, 
commercial, event, landscape, medical, nature, night, panoramic, 
portrait, scenic, scientific, selfies, sports, travel, (under)water, . . .  
What types of photos are these? What things do you see in them? 
What do they express? What do you think of them? Why? 

The main painting media are oil, acrylic, watercolor,  pastels—on 
canvass, board, or other material. Drawings may be in (colored) 
pencil, graphite, charcoal, marker, crayon, chalk, or pen + ink.   
How do you think these pieces of art were created? What do they 
show? Do you like them? Why or why not? 

There’s background information with possible interpretations   
of Pictures 9-20 on pages 13 and 14 of the WTP Answer Key. 

9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 

20 

Cartoons are unrealistic drawings meant for humor, caricature, 
or (political) satire. They may contain a single panel (frame) or 
appear in time order in a series of panels called a “comic strip.”  
What types of cartoons could these be? What do you see in them? 
What might be their “points?” What do you think of them? Why? 
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READING 
ABOUT 
READING:  
How can                 
we get  
meaning from two-
dimensional visuals? 

Visual Meaning 
On the next pages are examples            
of different kinds of pictures.  
1. For each, choose 5 or 6 vocabulary 

items from the alphabetized list.  Write their 
letters a-z or aa-ss in the boxes to the right.  

2. Then answer these questions for each PICTURE 1-8 :   
A. What kind of visual is it (photo, painting, drawing)?   
B. What does it “say” (show )? (What do you see in it?) 
C. What does it mean?  (How can you interpret it?)  

You can compare your ideas and opinions with info                
+ possible interpretations on Answer Key pages 14-15.                  
Also, pay attention to images you see in everyday life. 
Show some to other people. Answer Questions 2. A, B,      
C about each one. Try to understand its significance.  

INSTRUCTIONS for 

EXERCISE 2-A 

VOCABULARY:  
a. outdoor activity photo 
b. tourist photography  
c. black & white snapshot 
d. Nepal, South Asia  
e. London, England 
f. Princeton, New Jersey 
g. Mt. Everest (29.028 ft.)   
h. Parliament of the U.K. 
i. “Big Ben” (clock tower) 
j. cluttered working office 

of Albert Einstein 
k. April 18, 1955 (age 76) 
l. climbing expedition  
m.  line of mountaineers 
n. hand holding souvenir 
o. famous landmarks 
p. chair, blackboard, 

books, papers 
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Usually, “literacy”  means 
competency in reading 
and writing. Visual 
literacy refers to people’s 
ability to look at and 
understand types of flat 
(2-D) images other than 
text: photos, paintings, 
maps, line + shaded 
drawings, other graphic 
arts, and more.   

Like words in sentences, 
pictures need to be seen, 
“read,” and interpreted.                        

From “Reading Images:                        
an Introduction to Visual 
Literacy,” here’s general 
advice on how to do so:  

 First, look closely at                
an image. Identify its 
important parts or 
elements. Name or 
describe them.    

 Try to figure out                   
the image-creator’s 
intents and purposes.  

 Mentally gather                    
the info and ideas                       
the visual contains. 
Observe how its parts 
relate to one another 
and the whole picture. 

 Apply your own 
background and other 
knowledge to what you 
see in the image. State 
your understanding of 
its meaning. Find out                      
if your interpretation                        
is  correct or close. 
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The visual arts are 
powerful for most  

people. With line, form, 
color, shape, texture,  

design, and other 
features, artists “talk”                

to us in ways that even 
words cannot express. 

They may appeal to our 
intuition or emotion even 

more than to the mind.   

Not every picture has a 
“deep” meaning or point. 

But many photos, art 
pieces, line drawings,                   

or cartoons do send                  
a clear, useful, or even              

memorable message. 
“Readers” (viewers)                      
get ideas and value                 

from visuals,  especially 
if they appear striking, 
surprising, or unusual.  

Some pictures carry                       
a lot of “content.”   

Of course, not everyone 
interprets all pictures in              

the same way.  People 
may view even “images 

with clear intent”  
differently. They may 

disagree about “hidden 
messages.” Their 

interpretations can 
depend on their cultural 

background, knowledge,  
experience, politics, or 

habits in seeing things. 
Even so, it’s fun, helpful,  
and enlightening to think 

about, discuss, and get 
the point of pictures.   

READING 
ABOUT      

READING: 
What does it 

mean to 
“understand” 
or “interpret” visuals?  

VOCABULARY:  
q. famous cave art   
r. one of 16 oil paintings   
s. flat photo, outdoor café 
t. transitory chalk drawing  
u. illustration (shaded)  
v. editorial cartoon                  

about inequality 
w. Lascaux, France, near 

village of Montignac 
x. humanlike dogs 
y. sitting around table  
z. Paleolithic = prehistoric 
aa. primitive stone tools 
bb. doubled image 
cc. woman at vanity table 
dd. looking at reflection                   

in mirror 
ee. map of Western World 
ff. admiring herself  
gg. playing poker  
hh. resources dug out                    

of ground  
ii.  3-D optical illusion 
jj.  big human skull 
kk. top opening to cave 
ll. deep underground 

scene 
mm. 16,000 years old 
nn. common decoration                

in recreation rooms 
oo. stalactites + waterfall  
pp. minerals piled up                    

on North America                 
and  Europe 

qq. wealth vs. poverty 
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READING 
ABOUT      
READING: 
What’s a 
phrase?   

What’s a phrase title                      
supposed to do?   

A phrase is a group                    
of words that belong 
together in some way. 
It’s not a full sentence 
with a subject + 
predicate.  By itself,                       
it doesn’t make a 
strong point or send  
a complete message.  

A word or phrase for                   
a visual image can 
serve as its title.                     
It  can name its topic 
or subject matter.                              
It may answer one                 
of these questions:   

 What is the picture 
about?  

 What does it show? 

A one–word title has 
only general meaning. 
For instance, Pictures 
1 and 2 on this page 
might be called 
“Construction”                     
and “Elephants.”   

A longer phrase can 
make a topic or title  
more  specific. It may 
sound like a clever  
headline, as in:    

 Construction 
Workers on Break 

 Sheepish Elephants 

In English, main  
words in a phrase title 
are often, but not 
always, capitalized.  

Picture Titles  
Following are some well-known visual 
images with their original (“real”) 
titles underneath.  
1.  For each picture, choose 3 other possible titles 

from the list. Put their letters a-i in the boxes.   
2.  Then answer these questions for each PICTURE 1-17 : 
 

 

You can compare your ideas and opinions with the info  + 
possible interpretations on WTP? Answer Key pages 16-17.  
Also, add titles to impressive visuals you see in every-                
day life. Answer Questions 2. A-B about each one.                          
Help others to understand its significance or meaning.  

Many pictures require no words of explanation. They “speak 
for themselves.” People may use language to react to or talk 
about them, but the images themselves are self-explanatory.  
On the other hand, printed or written titles and captions can 
make it easier for people to focus on important elements of                       
a visual, to understand its background or context, to get its 
point or message, and to appreciate its value or importance.  

A. What is the topic or subject matter of the image?  
B. Which title most helps readers predict its point or 

message? (Is it the original, one of the choices, or 
your own creation?) Why is it better than the others? 

OTHER POSSIBLE TITLES FOR PICS 1 & 2:    a. Amboseli NP, Kenya, Africa     
b.  Booming Construction Industry    c. New York City Iron Workers                    
Seated on a Crossbeam   d. The Art of the Masculine? Fearlessness!                     
e. protected African wildlife    f. Leading Matriarch Killed by Poachers  

INSTRUCTIONS for 

EXERCISE 2-B 

1 

Lunch atop a Skyscraper  b c d 

2 

   

Elephants Walking Through Grass 
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READING 
ABOUT 

READING:  
What 

makes a 
good 

picture title?  

OTHER POSSIBLE TITLES FOR PICS 3 & 4:   a. example of 3-Dimensional 
Street Art by Julian Beever   b. trompe-l'œil chalk drawing on pavement                          

c. Humor & Bravery at 30,000 Feet        d. How to Use a SelfyStick                              
e. Desperate Guy in Freefall          f. In the Sky or on the Tarmac? 

   

3 4 

OTHER POSSIBLE TITLES FOR PICS 7 & 8:   a. flat colorful picture of stars                    
b. 3-d illusion of a planet with rings      c. One Bird among Many             

d. an arrangement of tiny hexagonal photo pieces in a montage                                                      
e. a “Magic Eye” stereogram     f.  The Whole Picture / a Closer Look                             

Accident at a RailRoad Station    

OTHER POSSIBLE TITLES FOR PICS 5 & 6:  a. view from artist’s asylum room   
b. fresco on ceiling of Sistine Chapel    c. scene from Book of Genesis     
d. oil on canvass by Vincent Van Gogh, 1889     e. Breathing LIfe into  

the First Man on Earth     f. famous example of Dutch post-impressionism 

The Creation of Adam    The Starry Night    

5 

6 

   

7 

8 untitled    

In print and online 
publications, visuals   
attract attention first. 

Their titles are read 
more than any other 

text on the page.   

Their main purpose                
is to hold interest.                

A good title gets 
people to look more 

closely at the picture. 
It gets a reaction. It 

encourages feelings 
such as surprise, 

curiosity, wonder,  
amusement, shock,  

conflict, empathy, 
inspiration, etc.   

Like clever, short  
headlines designed 
to “draw people in,” 
titles may help them  

focus on what’s 
important, begin to 

understand context, 
note vital information 
quickly, and the like.  

A title may or may 
not hint at answers  
to the “Five Ws”—

Who? What? Where? 
When? Why? (How?) 

considered basic to 
data gathering and 

story telling. Even if    
it doesn’t, it should  
motivate people to 

seek out relevant  
information or ideas 

in picture captions  
and/or related text.   

Selfie from a Passenger Plane 

Photographic Seagull Mosaic 
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OTHER POSSIBLE TITLES FOR PICS 9, 10, 11:  a. Arrangement in Grey and Black No. 1                 
b. One Hand Drawing the Other   c. Digital Anachronism   d. Bird Alone on a Branch                     

e. Bird Feathers & Leaves       f. Paradox of Existence       g. A Strange Loop                                    
h.  Anna McNeill Whistler in the 21st Century      i. Ukranian birds  

OTHER POSSIBLE TITLES FOR PICS 15, 16, 17:  a. Barack O. + Hillary C. + Donald T.                                
b. Man Sunbathing on a Striped Towel     c. human victims of ridicule                                         

d. Best-Known Political Figures     e. reflection on perspective     f.  mathematically 
inspired    g. “same old, same old”      h. editorial cartoon     i. Happy New Year! 

11 

 Drawing Hands    

12 14 

   

Aching loneliness of life    Steamed Vegetables 

13 

The Thinker     

OTHER POSSIBLE TITLES FOR PICS 12, 13, 14:    a. corny Veggie Humor                                    
b. artist’s perception of an indigenous woman      c. a Difficult Decision                                       

d. Dimness in Eye      e. Dullness in Expression      f. When Art Needs Nourishment     
g. boiling mad      h.  “The Gates of Hell”     i. why we should all eat meat 

   16 

15    
Old Year, New Year     How Caricatures Parody 

17 

   

9 

Whistler’s Mother    

10 

untitled    

M.C. Escher on the Beach 
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READING 
ABOUT      

READING: 
What’s a 

sentence? 

What are some  
purposes of sentences                    

in picture captions? 

Typically, a sentence 
has more than a single 

word or phrase in it.                    
It’s a grammatical unit 

with a subject and                 
a predicate. It begins 
with a capital letter.                

It ends with sentence 
punctuation—most 
often a period (.) or              

a question mark (?).  

Sentence captions 
might be explanations 

of visual images—even 
those that are titled.                  

Captions often make       
statements about                     

the topic of a picture. 
They might reveal                    

who made the image;  
who appears in it;  

what its purpose is; 
what was going on in                     
that  situation; where                   
the scene was; when 

the work was done; 
why it was created;             

and how it was made.  

A caption might also 
indicate, reveal, or 

clarify the most 
important point of                   

a visual. Along with  
the image itself,  it 

could send a message 
that is informative, 

friendly, serious, clear, 
important, trivial, 

dumb, funny, detailed, 
wise, or memorable.  

A phrase title may name the topic (subject matter) of a picture.  
But to give a clear or complete message, a visual image                      
might require a caption of one to three good sentences.                                 
It will mention or be about the topic, of course. Its wording                   
will “anticipate” what it takes to keep readers interested in               
the visual and related text, if any. It will draw people into                    
the subject matter. Even so, it has to be short. A good caption 
won’t state the obvious. It won’t tell the whole story.   

 

You’ve undoubtedly seen this        c         . 
The young woman            b               is                   
a reminder of what ________________ is                               

all about. It’s _____________________! 

Picture Captions 
Following are some visual images  
that could become even more 
meaningful with both phrase titles 
and sentence captions. Follow   
these instructions for each PICTURE 1-12.      
1. Choose the possible title (a, b, c, d) that best 

names the topic of the visual. Tell your reasoning.  
2. Put the letters of the four phrases into the blanks of                 

the picture caption below. Then read the sentence(s).  
Compare them with those on WTP? Answer Key pages 20-21. 
Do they tell readers what they need or want to know?                        
If not, improve it or them. (Create a better caption.)  

INSTRUCTIONS for 

EXERCISE 2-C 

In the most _______ ever,  
_______ had his picture 
taken inside ______ with 

some teens ______________ 
in Vatican City. Cool! 

a. Pope Francis                            
b. St. Peter’s Basiiica              

c. on a pilgrimage  
d. unexpected selfie 

     a. not “National Bar-B-Q Day”  
b. lying along a soldier’s grave 

     c. famous photo with the title “Grief”  
d. Memorial Day 

1 2 
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Suppose that an 
intriguing image on 
paper or a web page 
attracts your attention. 
But it has no words.  
You can tell it’s a 
person, but you don’t 
know who he is, why 
his picture is shown, 
when or where the 
visual was created, or 
what the message is. 
You’ll probably lose 
interest—soon.    

Some people learn                   
or understand better 
visually than verbally. 
For others, it’s the 
opposite. Even so,                
a combination of   
words and images is 
likely to give the most 
effective boost to 
comprehension, 
learning, and memory.    

Here are more possible 
benefits of attaching 
text to images: 

 It quickly “lifts the 
fog” of inattention,  
reducing confusion. 

 It may prevent   
wrong conclusions. 

 It slows “mindless 
scrolling,” creating 
thinking time while 
viewers are reading. 

 It offers a variety of 
things to look at.  

READING 
ABOUT      
READING: 
How are 
titles and 
captions useful                    
to reading                       
comprehension?  

a. Drawn wallpaper  
b. stark landscape contrasts   

c. cold and hot climates 
d.  North & South  

 a. Oregon couple’s wedding                                    
b. heard fire truck sirens  

c. walk down the aisle 
d. Two Bulls wildfire growing nearby  

3 

The bride was about to __________  
when they __________announcing 
the June 2014 ________________.      
The ________________ was almost 

canceled—until guests pleaded. . .  

Camels aren’t ________________.   
But while in Australia, Justine just 
had to have a _________________. 

As the title __________________ 
suggests, she’s _______________.   

 a. #Camelfie gone awry                  
b.  lucky to have survived 

c. photo with her “new best friend”  
d. generally the nicest of animals 

4 

_______________ from Junior Artist 
World offers visuals for computer 
backgrounds.  “______________” 
illustrates _____________________ 
between very _________________.     

a. a far cry from “graffiti” 
b. four U.S. Presidents’ faces 

C. street art utopia  
d. Mt. Rushmore National Memorial 

Brazilian artist Eduardo Kobra’s 
“_____________” is ______________. 

It’s a huge colorful mural of 
__________ as they look sculpted                  

in granite on _______________. 

5 6 

a. painters drawing lines past each other  
b. conflicting meanings of the concept  

c. peoples of opposing political interests 
d. too many artists spoiling the Icon   

The “topic” of this cartoon is __________ 
of peace between ___________________. 
It shows two painters _______________.                  
Is it a case of “____________________?”  

7 
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On her way through the forest ___________,   
_______________ disobeys her mother and 
_______________.  She tells ______________ 
________________, where she is going.   

a. 2200 passengers + crew                                        
b. told and retold countless times                                       

c. the supposedly unsinkable Titanic   
d. its maiden voyage in the North Atlantic 

 a.  strays off the path  
b. the Big Bad Wolf, who wants to eat her                  
c. to bring food to her sick grandmother  

d. folk tale character Little Red Riding Hood  

 a. son tells on a boy that beat him up                  
b.  father complains to the other dad 

c. Father & Son . . . a wordless comic strip  
d. get into a fight 

              a. Gulliver’s Travels, a satire on human nature                  
b. Washed ashore after a shipwreck         c. inhabitants  

under six inches tall         d. island country of Lilliput 

____________________, Lemuel Gulliver is taken prisoner 
in the ______________________ by ____________________. 
This is the beginning of Part 1 of _____________________. 
The 18th century work is a classic of English literature.   

8 

On April 10, 1912, ____________, the “safest” 
ship ever built, struck an iceberg on _______. 
What happened to its ________________ over                   
the next 2.5 hours has been ______________.  

______________is the title of ________________ 
by E.O. Plauen. In this cartoon story,                          
the ___________________________. When his 
__________________, they _________________.  
The kids have gone back to their game.  

Most of the _____________________                             
include ________________________, but this                 
one shows _____________________________.                                  

It means ______________________________    

9 

10 

a. only one word, “What?” 
b. ironic or amusing speech in balloons  

c. Mike Luckovich’s biting political cartoons                                                                          
d. “What’s wrong with income inequality?”  

11 12 
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Visual Speech & Thought 
On the next few pages are one-frame visuals and                 
strip stories with text of spoken and unspoken words. 
These are replaced by empty white boxes or shapes.                          
For each PICTURE 1-30, follow these instructions:  
1. Choose appropriate words for the caption and/or balloon blanks. 

Copy their letters (-numbers) listed to the right. Check your answers. 
2. Then respond to these questions:   
 
 
 
3. Compare your ideas and opinions with info + possible interpretations                   

on Answer Key pages 22-23. Also, pay attention to the Visual Speech 
you see in everyday life. Answer Questions A & B about each one.  

INSTRUCTIONS for 

EXERCISE 2-D 

Phrase titles and sentence captions give information about visuals: their subject 
matter, purposes, and relevant details are likely to answer people’s questions.   
But even more common kinds of words and text over, on, or under pictures are 
“quotations,” the words of depicted characters or commentators on the images.  
Often, but not always, verbalizations are between quotation marks (“. . . . . . .”).                     
Quote captions may be interesting, apt pieces of “wisdom” that fit the context.   
Other words, phrases, and/or sentences appear in speech or thought 
balloons or bubbles that are part of the pictures. These tell what people 
or other figures in visuals are “saying” or “thinking.”  

VISUAL SPEECH & THOUGHTS  
a. Don’t you roll your eyes at me, 

young man! 

b. “I couldn’t repair your brakes, 
so I made your horn louder.”  

c. Ha, ha! So we meet again! 

d. I just want to be loved . . . . 

c 

d 

A. Based on the image, what does the visual speech or thought mean? 
What’s the point of its joke, information, instruction, or wisdom?  

B. How would you improve or change the text so it “works” even better?  

1 

 

2 

 

3 4 

A lot of “visual speech or thought” is 
meant to be funny. Other quotes have 

sentimental or pithy or wise messages.  
Speakers may be “credited”—or not. 
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VISUAL SPEECH & THOUGHTS  
e. YOU READ MY SHIRT.  That’s 

enough social interaction 
for one day.  

f.  That’s good to know.  
Shame I don’t have time   
to read the whole article.  

g-1. Chinese!      
g-2. Italian!                  
g-3. Burger!  
g-4. WHEN DYSFUNCTIONAL  

FAMILIES GO OUT TO EAT 

h. Nah, I got time to talk.  
i-1. Hey, Bruce!    
i-2. Hi, Clark.  
j.  “The real journal of 

discovery consists not in 
seeking new landscapes 
but in having new eyes.              
—Marcel Proust 

k. “The meaning of life is to 
find your gift. The purpose 
of life is to give it away.”               
—Pablo Picasso 

l.   It’s not about how you 
look. It’s about how                    
you see.   

m-1. I’ve broken up with Jim.  
m-2. Really? How is he coping 

with it?  
m-3. He doesn’t know it yet. 

Twitter is down.  
n-1. Hey, Man, here you go!   
n-2. BLIP!                                                 

n-3. #@*! Right in my coffee.   

 

 

  

 

 

 

5 6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
11 

13 

14 

12 
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VISUAL SPEECH & THOUGHTS  
o. “The work is at a standstill 

because the builders                    
are no longer able to 
understand one another.”    
—M.C. Escher 

p. AGE: You’re never too old 
to learn something stupid.  

q. “SELF-knowledge is no 
GUARANTEE of HAPPINESS,  
but it IS on the SIDE of 
happiness and CAN supply 
the COURAGE to FIGHT for 
it. —Simone de Beauvoir                              

r.  Ow! Stop that! It hurts!      
s. “That’s one small step for a 

man, one giant leap for 
mankind. —Neil Armstrong 

t. A journey of a thousand 
miles begins with a single 
step. —Lao Tsu 

u.  “The break room?                     
You’re looking at it!” 

15 

18 17 

20 21 

 

19 

16 
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VISUAL SPEECH & THOUGHTS  
v. It looks like the government solved our problem 

with income inequality! 
w. Moses, meet Steve. He’s gonna upgrade your 

tablets. 
x-1. All men are created equal.    x-2.  We shall fight 

them on the beaches.      x-3. Ask not what your 
country can do for you, . . .    x-4. I have a dream.    
x-5. Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall!   x-6. Er. . .  

y-1. Danny goes to high school next year.                          
y-2. Wow. . . that’s quite a milestone.                            
y-3. For him or for me? 

z. Ever notice that the number of people watching                       
is directly proportional to the stupidity of your 
actions?   

aa-1. Dad? Hey, Dad!    aa-2. Dad? Dad?!   aa-3 HEY, 
dad!     aa-4. What?! You don’t have to scream! 

29 

24 bb. Is this cartoon panel occupied? 
cc. “I don’t have my homework, Miss 

Flynn— my parents forgot to do it.” 
dd. You needn’t be afraid of me. I won’t 

harm you.  

22 

23 

25 26 27 

30 

28 
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ANSWER 
KEY  

page 25 = What do these 4 photos show?                                                       
 
 

 
 
1 the moon  2 a saguaro cactus (desert plant)  3 a brick wall  4 a quarter (25¢ coin) 

3 4 1 
2 

7 

P ictures 5-8: Bottom of text page 25. What kinds of pictures are these? What do 
they show? [ Background info to identify the images follows in brackets. ]  

5 = a photograph of a sailor kissing a women. [ This very famous Life 
Magazine photo was named “The Kiss.” It was taken by Alfred                      
Eisenstaedt in Times Square, New York City. The date was August 14,                  
1945, VJ [“Victory over Japan”] Day. The end of World War II had just                 
been announced. People were celebrating wildly, even kissing strangers. ]  
6 = a painting showing a person with an open mouth and hands on the sides 
of the head—next to a railing. [ Entitled The Scream, this 1893 Expressionist                  
oil painting was by Norwegian Edvard Munch. The path it shows was near                   
a madhouse and a slaughterhouse. Screams were heard from that location.  
The image was intended to (and still does) evoke (suggest) sickness, 
isolation, fear, or death. ]   
7 = a line drawing of a man sitting in a chair [ In 1920 the famous Spanish artist                   
Pablo Picasso drew this portrait of Igor Stravinsky, a well-known Russian composer,  
with graphite (pencil) on paper. Picasso’s drawings of people and animals                   
are still appreciated for their small number of simple lines. ]   
8 = a cartoon drawing of the characters in an animated TV                    
series [ Popular in the 1960s, the Flintstones was produced                   
by Hanna-Barbera Studios. It is set in a fantasy version of                            
the Stone Age. Its main characters are a working-class                    
“cave man” named Fred Flintstone, his wife Wilma +  child 
Pebbles + dinosaur pet, and his best friend Barney Rubble + 
family. Its humor is based on its anachronisms. ]   8 

6 

5 

Bonus Pictures: Here are four more images (photos, drawings, cartoon) related to 
Pictures 5-8. Can you identify them? (Tell the clues that helped you.) More info is below.    

Alfred Eisenstaedt, 1995, 
signing his famous photo. 

5 

photo taken inside Edvard Munch                    
Museum in Oslo, Norway 

6 

3 more portraits by Picasso 
= early drawings containing only a few 

7 

Flintstones cartoon = 
family home in Bedrock 

8 

T he Point of 
Pictures 
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P ictures 5-8: Top of text page 26. What kinds of pictures are these? What do  
they show? [ Background info to explain the images follows in brackets. ]  

9 = a black-and-white photograph of a dried cow carcass hanging from a tree. 
[ This picture was taken in Queensland, Australia, in 1952. It was part of a 2011 
exhibition of “Epic Drought Photographs.” The photographer, Sidney Nolan,                  
said, “The landscape presents scenes of desolation that mark the memory of all                   
who see it. Thousands of carcasses are strewn on the baked and cracked plains.” ]  
10 = a color nature photo of a powerful waterfall pouring down steep rocks.                          
[ The image is of the 60-foot Elk River Falls in national forest land of Western                   
North Carolina. It was taken in 2015 to accompany  an Ashville Citizens-Times                   
(Associated Press) article. The text said that the body of a woman who had jumped 
from the top into shallow water had been identified. ]   
11 = an action shot of boys in swim shorts chasing a soccer ball in shallow, 
muddy water. [ The photo appears as a sample illustration at http://blissfully 
domestic.com. It’s labeled “Controlling Motion.” In an article entitled “The 
Secret in Taking Action Photos,” the text suggests using faster shutter speeds, 
anticipating motion, using natural lighting, and so on. ]  
12 = an enlargement of a scientific photo of strange-looking shapes with big 
red middles and irregular threads that “reach out.”  [ Labeled “Cancer Cells                 
Under an Electron Microscope,” this image was in a collection of “Imgur’s               
Best 15 posts of 2015.” Viewers that posted reactions to it expressed fear, 
anger, disgust, hate, and an aggressive need to kill the disease. ]  
 

P ictures 13-16: Middle of text page 26. How do you think these art pieces were 
created? What do they show? [ Background info and facts are in brackets. ]  

13 = a colorful abstract suggesting a tree in snow, probably painted in acrylic. 
[ Like all artists, an abstract painter relies on the elements of shape, value, line, 
color, contrast, and space to create images. Abstract art may be based in 
reality, but its creator has to decide what to abstract, emphasize, and ignore. 
This image by Madart (print by Megan Duncanson) is titled “Winter Cold.” ]   
14 = a realistic painting of the head of a young girl looking over her shoulder.       
[ One of Johannes Vermeer’s masterpieces, the title of this 1665 oil-on-canvass                
work of art is “Girl with a Pearl Earring.” Its subject is a fictionalized house servant.                             
Perhaps inspired by Leonardo da Vinci’s work, it’s sometimes known as the Dutch 
“Mona  Lisa.” Later, a novel was written and a movie made based on the painting. ]   
15 = a line drawing of a hand holding a wrist on a folded fabric background.                          
[ The artistic technique illustrated here is called “cross-contoured drawing.”   
Parallel lines curve over an object’s surface to give the illusion of volume.                        
They are like wire framing used in three-dimensional design. In most artwork                  
of this kind, images are created by black lines of different thickness. ] 
16 = a crayon drawing of some animal-like children with a monster, clouds, 
and scribbles in the background. [ Labeled “Kitten’s Crayon Drawing 3,”                       
it was created by Hanako Fairhall, a Canadian artist in her 30s. She chose               
this childlike style to illustrate some of her stories. Her caption for the picture                
is “We met a new friend today, but something about him was really scary.” ]  

9 

10 

11 

12 

Exercise 1-C:  Interpreting Viual Meaning: Text Pages 25 to 26  

13 

14 

15 

16 
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P ictures 17-20: Bottom of text page 26. What types of cartoons are these?                  
What do you see in them? What might be the points of their humor or satire?  

[ Background information and possible interpretations follow in brackets. ]   
17 = a colorized cartoon of one snowman robbing another. [ This image is meant 
to make people laugh. Its humor lies in the humanizing of its “characters,” which 
are non-living figures made of packed snow.  The mugger, wearing a hat and 
mask, is pointing a hair dryer at his victim because it can “kill” (melt) him. ]   

18 = a caricature of German-born theoretical physicist Albert Einstein, known for 
his “theory of relativity.” [ A caricature is a comically exaggerated cartoon “portrait”                   
of someone, often a famous person. Like most amusing images of Einstein, this one   
overemphasizes his messy long white hair, mustache, and serious expression. ]   

19 = a political (editorial) cartoon showing the Three Wise Men Kings looking                      
down on stars coming from violent conflict. [ Traditional Nativity scenes show                   
the Kings visiting the infant Jesus on the night of his birth in Bethlehem, Palestine.                               
The Magi are supposed to be symbols of peace and joy. What a contrast! ] 

20 = a four-panel comic strip: (a) A guy serenades his lady-love in her window,  
(b) She reaches for a flower in a pot. (c) Instead of the flower, she throws down  
the pot. (d) It lands on his head. [ The humorous “point” of these four images in 
sequence comes from the element of surprise. Traditionally, a woman being 
courted is supposed to sigh and toss a delicate flower, not knock her suitor out. ] 

20 

E xercise 2-A: text pages 27 to 28, Visual Meaning (Interpreting)  
After the 4 or 5 correct answers (vocabulary matches a–z, aa-qq, Pics 1-8 )  
come facts about and possible interpretations of the purposes or importance                    

of the images. Do you agree with these suggestions? Can you explain their messages in 
other ways?  Tell others your reactions, thoughts, ideas, and reasoning.   

19 

18 

17

1 = a, d, g. l, m. This 2014 “activity in nature” photo shows                     
a long, long line of people climbing Mt. Everest in a guided 
expedition (maybe by Alpine Ascents on the South Col route).               
It may seem ironic, especially to pioneer mountaineers, that  
the demanding feat of scaling the highest mountain on earth 
has become an expensive and popular “tourist attraction.”  

2 = b, e, i, n, o. In the foreground, this photograph shows a hand 
holding a souvenir model of “Big Ben” (the Clock or “Elizabeth” Tower) 
in front of the Parliament buildings of the United Kingdom. The hand 
belongs to tourist photographer Michael Hughes, who creates optical 
illusions by placing cheap souvenirs in front of famous landmarks.]  

1 

2 

3 3 = c, f, j, k, p. Life Magazine photographer Ralph Morse took this photo                   
on Monday, April 18, 1955, the day of Albert Einstein’s death.  According to 
mourning commentators, it was the portrait of his desk, chair, bookshelves,  
and blackboard that best illustrated the headline "His Fourth Dimension,    
Time, Overtakes Einstein.” The theoretical physicist was revered worldwide. 
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E xercise 2-A:  text pages 27 to 28, Visual Meaning (Interpreting),                   
Continued 

5 = r, x, y, gg, nn. Dogs Playing Poker is the name of 16 oil paintings 
by C.M. Coolidge. Each piece was commissioned to advertise cigars 
for Brown & Bigelow. The ones in which dogs that look like humans                 
are seated around a card table have become well known as 
examples of working-class taste in home decoration.  

6 = s, t, ii, ll, oo. 3D Street Art is 2-dimensional temporary artwork 
drawn with chalk on the street itself. From certain angles, it creates 
a 3-dimensional optical illusion. This photo shows work by Edgar 
Müller from Mülheim/Ruhr, Germany. It looks like there’s an 
opening to a deep underground cave in a real commercial street.  

7 = u, bb, cc, dd, ff. Entitled “All Is Vanity,” this drawing displays a double 
image. At first, it looks like a woman admiring herself in a mirror. But looked 
at in another way, it appears to be a human skull. Drawn in 1892 by Charles 
Allan Gilbert (at age 18), the illustration was not seen by the public until 
1902 when it appeared in Life Magazine. Prints of it are still sold today.  

8 = v, ee, hh, pp, qq. This colorized editorial cartoon from 
Polyp. org.uk has the title “Gold Diggers.” Its implied message    
is that developed North American and European countries 
(continue to) exploit the natural resources of Africa.                     
Its added names, links, and tags include “Wealth & Poverty,” 
“Political Ecology,” “#colonialism,”  “#mining,” “#natural 
resource curse,” “#imperialism,” “#economics,” “#mining.”  

4 = q, w, z, aam nn. Lascaux in southwestern France famous for its 
Paleolithic cave paintings. They were discovered near the village of 
Montignac. These paintings are estimated to be 16,000 years old.   
Most likely, their purposes were communication with others and 
religious ceremony. The talent of their artists would be admired today.  

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Exercise 2-A:  Interpreting Visual Meaning: Text Pages 26 to 28  

Bonus Pictures: Here are more images (photos, paintings, drawings, cartoon) related to 
some of those above. Using familiar clues, what can you say about them? Information is below.  

cave art at Lascaux 
= Megaloceros with                 

line of dots   

souvenir pencil sharpener 
held by Michael Hughes in 
front of Egyptian pyramids 

parody of C.M. Coolidge’s “Dogs 
Playing Poker,” with real people’s 

portraits replacing dogs’ faces 

cars moving over Edgar 
Müller’s highway chalk art 

of a river with its banks 

Polyp.org.uk political 
cartoon criticising                    
corporate power   
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E xercise 2-B: text pages 29 to 30, Picture Titles (Phrases) 
After Answers a-i for each Picture 1-16 comes background information with 
words from 4 phrases underlined. It should help you answer these questions:                      

A. What’s the topic or subject matter of the image?  B. Which title most helps 
readers figure out its point or message? Use ideas from the text to create even 
better phrase titles of your own for these visuals—and for others that you see.    

2 = a, e, f: Elephants Walking Through Grass is the title                    
of a 2008 black & white photo by Nick Brandt, known as                    
a “Great Protector of African Wildlife.” It was taken in 
Amboseli National Park (Kenya), the best place to see                         
free-ranging elephants and other species. The preserve                 
has rules to protect the animals, which have the right of way. 
Even so, the leading matriarch in the picture was killed by 
poachers the next year.   

3 

3 = c, d, f: The phrasing of the title Selfie from a Passenger Plane                   
tells both how and where this photo was taken. The photographer                   
was also the pilot, who knew how to use a SelfyStick to take a picture                 
of himself. The image has appeared in collections titled “Most Dangerous 
Selfies Ever.” One site called it “Humor & Bravery at 30,000 Feet.”                   
Others show similar photos not taken in the sky but on the tarmac                 
(and then put onto a sky background). But this one seems to be real.    

4 = a, b, e: This photo shows an example of “3-D” street                      
art by Julian Beever. It’s really a trompe-l'œil (French for 
“deceive the eye”) chalk drawing on pavement. From one 
perspecitive, it looks like there’s a desperate guy in freefall 
having an accident at a railway station. There’s even a real 
guy reaching out a hand to help him, but the scene itself was 
a temporary illusion. Many photos were taken of it, but after    
a while it was washed away.  4 

Accident at a Railway Station 

5 = a, d, f: The Starry Night is an oil on canvas by Vincent van Gogh.  
Painted in June, 1889, it depicts the view from the artist’s asylum room                  
at Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, before sunrise. It was done from memory.       
An idealized village was added. In the Museum of Modern Art in New 
York,  it’s a famous example of the Dutch post-impressionist style.  

1 = b, c, d: The Lunch Atop a Skyscraper photo, taken in 1932                   
by Charles C. Ebbets, came to symbolize the booming construction 
industry in New York City. It shows 11 ironworkers seated on a 
crossbeam (girder) at the 69th floor of the RCA Building (later 
renamed GE), 840 feet above street level. With the line “The Art                     
of the Masculine is Fearlessness,” the image was first published               
in a newspaper. It has since been seen in many posters. Though 
“real,” it was staged by Rockefeller Center as a publicity stunt.   1 

Lunch atop a Skyscraper  

2 

5 

The Starry Night 
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E xercise 2-B: text pages 30 to 31, Picture Titles (Phrases), Continued 

The Creation of Adam 

6 

untitled 

9 

10 

6 = b, c, e: This section of the fresco on the ceiling 
of the Sistine Chapel In the Vatican displays                           
a scene from Book of Genesis: God breathing life 
into the first man on earth. It’s by Italian artist 
Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni                      
(1475-1564). Titled “The Creation of Adam,” the 
image has become an iconic symbol for humanity.  

7 = c, d, e: From a distance, this photographic mosaic 
looks like a seagull. But when it’s enlarged and viewed very 
closely, you can see that it’s a careful arrangement                    
of thousands of tiny hexagonal photo pieces in a montage. 
Some of these miniatures show waterfowl, so the whole 
image could be entitled “One Bird among Many.”  
The mosaic cleverly illustrates major differences between 
seeing the whole picture and taking a closer look at details.  

7 Photographic Seagull 

8 = a, b, e: At first, this drawing looks like a flat 
colorful picture of stars. But it’s really a “Magic Eye” 

single-image stereogram. If you correctly shorten 
and then lengthen your focus, you should see                             
a 3-dimensional illusion of a planet with rings,                      

like this black and white untitled “solution.”                            
Not everyone succeeds in perceiving an object 

with depth.  it requires eye-muscle training.    

8 

9 = a, c, h: A 37-year-old American-born artist painted this  
Arrangement in Grey and Black No. 1 in 1871 in London. 
When his hired model quit, he had his mother, Anna McNeill 
Whistler, pose for him instead, seated rather than standing. 
Soon the work became known as Whistler’s Mother. Like    
many famous masterpieces, it has often been parodied 
(made fun of). In this version, the subject is watching a                   
21st-century flat-screen TV, creating a digital anachronism 
(something that doesn’t fit in the historic time frame).   9 

8 = d, e, i: The Ukranian surrealist artist Oleg Shuplyak                           
(Олег Щупляк) creates optical illusions through carefully placed 
objects, color, and composition.  In this simplest of his creations, 
what seems to be two birds on a branch is really one bird alone.                            

If you look closely, you’ll see that only the lower bird has feathers. 
The higher one is made up of leaves and twigs.   

Probably, the artist leaves his images untitled so viewers will       
have to look closely to discover what’s in them.        

untitled 

Exercise 2-B:  Picture Titles (Phrases): Text Pages 29 to 31  
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Aching loneliness of life 

12 

E xercise 2-B: text page 31, Picture Titles (Phrases), Continued 

11 

11 = b, f, g: Drawing Hands is a lithograph by  
Dutch graphic artist Maurits Cornelis (M.C.) Escher 

(1898-1972). It depicts a sheet of paper out of 
which, from wrists that stay flat on the page, two 

hands rise. These face each other in a paradoxical 
act of one hand drawing the other into existence. 

Mathematicians have referred to the image as                
“a strange loop” (a “self-referenced hierarchical  

system”). In it, you move up and down without  
going anywhere. You end up where you started.  

12 = b, d, e: This superrealistic shaded line drawing  
by engineering student Sohaj Singh Brar shows the 
artist’s perception of an old  indigenous woman.                       
He calls it “Aching Loneliness of Life.” The artist says, 
“the dimness in eye, as she is blind in one (the one                 
she is masking), and dullness in the expressions of                    
her face shows the cruelty she faced in her whole life. 
That is why she doesn't want to see the mercilessness.”                    
About the passion of his art, he says, “I do what                   
my brush draw and listen to what my heart say.”   

14 = a, g, i: Zany cartoons are commonly used to illustrate fun 
puns and idioms. This comical, corny “Veggie Humor” drawing 
shows the figurative meaning of the word steamed.  Normally, 
steamed vegetables are cooked over boiling water, but these 
cartoon characters—a bell pepper, a pumpkin, a carrot, an ear  
of corn, a bean, a tomato, and a potato—are boiling mad  
(angry, furious, enraged). “This is why we should all eat meat,” 
commented one person that saw the image and its title.  
Other visual veggie jokes involve the eyes of potatoes, ears                 
of corn, pea-brains, and similar old-fashioned humor.  

13 = c, f, h: Designed in 1880, Auguste Rodin’s bronze 
sculpture was originally titled The Poet. It was intended 
to be the lead piece in a collection with many others    
depicting tormented souls entering the Gates of Hell.” 
When the statue became famous, it got renamed                  
The Thinker. This cartoon parody on the sculpture is                 
by “Thomas.” The drawing shows a naked man in classic 
“thinker” pose sitting in front of an open refrigerator.   
He’s trying to make a “difficult” decision (what snack                 
to get). Perhaps when art needs nourishment, the deep 
thought process it undergoes is tortuous.   

The Thinker 13 

Steamed Vegetables 

14 
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E xercise 2-B: text page 31, Picture Titles (Phrases), Continued 

M.C. Escher on the Beach 

14 

14 = b, e, f: Oslo Davis’s comical drawing shows a 
man sunbathing on a striped towel at the beach. 
He named it M.C. Escher at the Beach because it 
illustrates the Dutch artist’s techniques. Escher 
depicted “mathematically inspired objects and 
operations.” He “explored” infinity and impossibility. 
(Are his two legs and feet part of his body or stripes 
on the blanket?) It’s his reflection on perspective.  

15 = g, h, i  Many of Dutch illustrator Ronald Slabbers’ editorial cartoons 
have economic themes. This satiric “Happy New Year!“ greeting is 
entitled Old Year, New Year. It shows a poor man in a shabby suit 
looking in a store window at the “new style” for the coming year.                      
The cartoonist’s point is that in world economic politics, nothing is new. 
It’s always “same old, same old.” Possible “topics” of the image are              
the credit crunch, financial crises, the new poverty, and the like.  15 

Exercise 2-B:  Picture Titles (Phrases): Text Page 31  

Bonus Pictures: Here are more images related, comparable, or similar to some of those above.                        
What is their subject matter? (Explanatory captions are below.) Can you choose or create a title 
naming each topic? Does your wording help others to understand the image or its context?   
To inspire creative thinking, use what you now know about these sub-categories of images:   
(black-and-white) photos, selfies, pavement chalk drawings, famous oil paintings, photographic 
mosaics, stereograms, parodies, (3-D) optical illusions, (shaded) line drawings, 1-panel cartoons,  
pun illustrations, paradoxical geometric drawings, editorial (political) cartoons, caricatures.   

Photographer Jacob 
Bean’s “Bear Selfie” 
inspired dangerous 

look-alikes. But 
ironically, the original 
was photo-shopped.   

Leonardo da 
Vinci’s Mona 
Lisa, with its 

enigmatic 
smile, isn’t 

parodied here. 

How Caricaturists Parody 16 16 = a, c, d: Here’s how caricaturists parody:                       
to amuse, to make fun of, or to ridicule, these artists 
imitate likenesses of people. Rather than distorting 
created works of art, they exaggerate the features  
of their human “victims.”  
Here are three of the best-known political figures in 
the world: Barack Obama + Hillary Clinton + Donald 
Trump. What makes them so easy to recognize? 

 Vermeer’s master-
piece “Girl with a 

Pearl Earring” 
invites parody— 

like this “portrait” 
of Shrek.  

3 5 

 “Imagine” is an oil 
painting of Beatles 

musician John 
Lennon, by Oleg 
Shuplyak. What  

else do you see? 

10 9 

These vegetables aren’t 
boiling mad or furious,                
but they are sitting in a 

steam room (a wet sauna). 
What might the title of               
this corny cartoon be? 

14 

What features make these 
caricatures easy to                  
recognize as media 

personalities (actors)                               
Will Smith and Sylvester                   

“Sly” Stallone? 

16 
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E xercise 2-C: text pages 32 to 34, Picture Titles (Sentences)  

For each Picture 1-8, the original title—or the given phrase a, b, c, or d                    
that (perhaps) best names the topic of the visual appears above it. Then comes 

the caption with missing phrases filled in. [There may be a few words added for 
clarification of the point or message of the image.]    

Tell your opinions of the images and text (the chosen titles and full captions).   

1 = You’ve undoubtedly seen 
this  c. famous photo with 
the title “Grief.” The young 
woman  b. lying along a 
soldier’s grave is a reminder 
of what  d. Memorial Day                 
is all about. It’s  a. not 
“National Bar-B-Q Day. ”  

 Grief 1 2 = In the most   d. 
unexpected selfie 
ever,  a. Pope Francis 
had his picture taken 
inside  b. St. Peter’s 
Basiiica with some  
teens  c. on a 
pilgrimage. Cool! 

 Unexpected Selfie 2 

3 = The bride was about to  c.  
walk down the aisle [to join her 
groom] when they  b. heard fire 
truck sirens announcing the June 
2014   d. Two Bulls wildfire 
growing nearby. The  a. 
Oregon couple’s wedding             
was almost canceled—until [their 
parents pleaded with fire fighters 
to permit a shortened ceremony].    

 Oregon 
Couple’s Wedding 

Almost Canceled 

3 4 = Camels aren’t  d. generally 
the nicest of animals. But while 
in Australia, Justine just had to 
have a  c. photo with her “new 
best friend”. As the  a. [title]
#Camelfie gone awry suggests, 
she’s  b. lucky to have survived. 
[#Camelfie is a newly invented 
hashtag for “Selfie with a camel,” 
which is now commonly popular.]    

 #Camelfie 
Gone Awry 

4 

7 = The “topic” of this [political] cartoon [by Clay Bennett of                  
the Christian Science Monitor] is b. conflicting meanings of  
the concept of peace between c. peoples of opposing 
political [or national or cultural] interests. It shows two                      
a. painters [of a peace icon] drawing [creating] lines past                      
each other.  Is it a case of  d. “Too many artists spoiling                         
the icon?”  The “meaning” of this not very funny editorial                 
image may be that—because of the competition of various 
“interest groups”—human values have disappeared.   

7 

5 = Brazilian artist Eduardo        
Kobra’s c. “street art utopia”   
is a. a far cry from graffiti.                 
It’s a huge colorful mural                       
[in Los Angeles, California] of                 
b. four U.S. Presidents’ faces 
[Jefferson, Washington, T. 
Roosevelt, Lincoln] as they look 
sculpted in granite on d. Mt. 
Rush-more Nat. Memorial. 

 Street Art Utopia 5 6 = a. Drawn wall-
paper [by Zastavki] 
from Junior Artist World 
offers visuals for desktop 
backgrounds.  d. “North 
& South” illustrates                 
b. stark landscape 
contrasts between                     
c. very cold and  
[very] hot climates.     

North & South 6 
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E xercise 2-C: text pages 32 to 34, Picture Titles (Sentences), Continued 

The 
Supposedly 
Unsinkable 

Luxury Ship               
the Titanic 

8 8 = On April 10, 1912,                      
c. the supposedly 
unsinkable Titanic, the  
“safest” ship ever built, struck 
an iceberg on d. its maiden 
voyage in the North Atlantic. 
What happened to its a. 2200 
[wealthy First Class and 
immigrant steerage] 
passengers and crew over     
the next 2.5 hours has been                      
b. told and retold countless 
times.  

9 = On her way through                 
the forest  c. to bring 
food to her sick 
grandmother, d. folk 
tale character Little 
Red Riding Hood 
disobeys her mother and  
a. strays off the path.   
She tells  b. the Big     
Bad Wolf, who wants 
to eat her [and her 
food], where she’s going.   

Little Red Riding Hood 9 

10 = b. Washed ashore after a shipwreck, 
Lemuel Gulliver is taken prisoner in the d. 
island country of Lilliput—by c. inhabitants 
under six inches tall. This is the beginning               
of Part 1 of a. Gulliver’s Travels, a satire                 
on human [political] nature by [Irish writer 
and clergyman] Jonathan Swift. The 18th 
century work is a classic of English literature. 

Gulliver’s Travels,                       
a Satire on Human Nature  
10 

11 = Most of   c. Mike Luckovich’s 
biting political cartoons include   b. 
ironic or amusing speech in balloons, 
but this one shows only one word, 
”What?”  It means d. “What’s wrong 
with income inequality [a few having so 
much and everyone else, so little]?  

Income Inequality 11 

12 

Bonus Pictures: Here are more images similar or related to some of those above. Comment on      
the value of their topics, titles, captions. Compare them with pictures of the same numbers above.  

This guy will go 
anywhere for an 

intensive backdrop.  

 

One of the Most  
Inappropriate 
Selfies Ever 

 

Kobra’s mural in 
Lexington KY is                 

a color-rich replica       
of the Lincoln 
Memorial. It’s                          

an image of the 16th 
U.S. President.  

Street Art Utopia 
5 

Like public street art 
that evolved from 
graffiti, Zastavki’s 
“drawn wallpaper” 

displays images of all 
kinds. This one is funny.  

 

“Giraffe in                     
Different Socks”   

6 

 

April 15, 1912: As                            
the “unsinkable” Titanic 

was sinking, the first 
lifeboats were lowered. 

There were only 20 
(poorly equipped) boats.  

Lowering of Lifeboats 
in the Movie Titanic 
9 

 

In Chapter 7 of Alice in 
Wonderland, Alice becomes 
a guest at “the stupidest tea 

party she’s ever been to.” 
The March Hare, the 

Dormouse, and the Hatter                    
are there. (The 1865 fantasy                   

is by Lewis Carroll.)  

a Mad Tea Party 
10 

Exercise 2-C:  Picture Captions (Sentences): Text Pages 32-34 

12 = c. Father & Son is a 
wordless [1930s] comic strip 
by E.O. Plauen. In this story,  
the a. son “tells on”a boy 

that beat him up. When his                     
b. father complains to the 
other dad, they d. get into                   
a fight. The kids have gone 

back to their game. 

Father & Son 

4 
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E xercise 2-D: text pages 35 to 38, Visual Speech & Thought  

 Here are the letters a-z and aa-dd of the quotes that belong with or inside 
Pictures 1-30.  Some of the letter answers have numbers (-1, -2, -3, -4)                  

after them because their images include more than one example of visual speech.    
Some words and text are in quotation marks and/or captions. Others appear in speech 
or thought balloons or bubbles. The reduced-sized images are originals with the empty 
white boxes or spaces removed. [ Commentary follows. ]                                 
Tell your views on the images, text, and interpretations. Make other suggestions 
in regard to quotes. Pay attention to and comment on “visual speech in real life.”  

1 = c. This photo was obviously “set up.” Notice the adult’s hand on                     
the baby’s back. [The caption, “Ha, ha! So we meet again!” suggests                            
that the baby is saying those words. Perhaps unfamiliar with mirrors,                    
the child is delighted to see his “new friend” in front of him.]    1

2 = a. Instead of a caption, this cartoon shows the words of one of its 
“characters” in a speech balloon. The speaker is a “father potato” 

that says, “Don’t roll your eyes at me, Young Man.” [Eye rolling is          
an expression of disrespect. The word eyes is common in puns about 

potatoes. Potato eyes are the sprouts of new plants on the skin.]  

2 

3 = d. It’s uncertain why the old jalopy is saying the mechanic’s words,                       
“I couldn’t repair your brakes, so I made your horn louder.” Even so,                            
the joke is clear: if you have (mechanical) problems, it’s easier to make 
others aware of you (loudly) than to fix them.  

3 

4 = b. [ Frankenstein’s Monster—from Mary Shelley’s 1818 novel—was 
created with chemistry and alchemy. It turned out hideously ugly but was 

sensitive and emotional. ]  The creature says, “I just want to be loved.” 
When it attempts to fit in with human society, it is shunned. It turns violent.  

4 

7 = j. The Marcel Proust quote “The real journal of discovery consists not in 
seeking new landscapes but in having new eyes” has been attached to 
many travel photos. [ This image shows Stonehenge in England, the object                
of much interpretation, depending on how one looks at it. ] 7 

5 = h. “Nah, I got time to talk,” says the teenager who answered the public phone 
while sitting/standing chest deep in flood waters. [ The captioned photo is a spoof on 
young people’s eagerness to spend time on electronic media—even old-fashioned 
“pay phones” in disaster areas. It’s the surprising contradiction that’s funny. ]  

5 

6 = f. In response to the headline “Amazing! Photo captions twice as likely to get 
read as body copy,” a busy person thinks, “That’s good to know. Shame I don’t 

have time to read the whole article.” [ The point of this instructional cartoon is 
that wording connected with visuals attracts more attention than articles. ] 6 
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E xercise 2-D: text pages 35 to 38, Visual Speech & Thought, Continued  

Exercise 2-D:  Visual Speech & Thought: Text Pages 35-38 

8 = e. This guy’s T-shirt, captioned “You read my shirt. That’s enough social 
interaction for one day,” attracted attention and photos at the barber shop. 
[ The joke is based on the perception that young people are so involved in 
their “devices” and social media that they have little time to actually listen 

or talk with people they come into contact with in “real life.”]  

8 

9 = k. The quotation, ““The meaning of life is to find your gift. The purpose of life                   
is to give it away,” has been attributed to Pablo Picasso, among others. It has been 
printed on images of many famous oil paintings, including this cubist oil painting 
of A Woman with Guitar. [ Here’s a possible interpretation: For a meaningful life, 
one must  maximize one’s talents and use them to give back to the world. ] 

9 

10 = i-1 + i-2. A cartoony-cute flying character representing a young 
Superman greets the walking caped figure Batman with “Hey, Bruce!”                    
In response, he says, “Hi, Clark.” [ In “the world of super heroes,” their 

“secret identities” are Bruce Wayne (an American billionaire) and                 
Clark Kent (a mild-mannered reporter for the Daily Planet. ]   10 

11 = g-1, g-2, g-3, g-4. The wife in the passenger seat is thinking (but                
not saying) she’d like to go out for Chinese food. The husband. who’s 
driving, is looking forward to Italian. The son in the back seat wants a 
burger.  The “commentator” in the box below labels the situation “when 
dysfunctional families go out to eat.” [ As defined by psychologists, one 
reason such families don’t “function” in healthy ways is they keep their 
thoughts (expectations) in their own heads without communicating. ]  

11 

12 = l. The owl drawing’s message is “It’s not about how you look, it’s about 
how you see.” Its funny appearance and big glasses indicate that it’s not 

physical appearance that counts but mental attitude. [ Owls are generally 
considered wide-eyed symbols of wisdom and knowledge. ]  

12 

13 = m-1, m-2, m-3. One young woman confides in another,” 
I’ve broken up with Jim.” The girlfriend shows interest by asking, 
“Really? How is he coping with it?” The first person answers,                
”He doesn’t know it yet. Twitter is down.” [ It’s generally believed 
that people today hardly relate or communicate with each other 
anymore. Nearly all their contact is through electronic devices 
and/or social media, so when it’s not functioning, . . . ]   

13 

14 = n-1, n-2, n-3. Coffee mug in hand, a guy is sitting on the ground leaning against a wall.        
Flipping a coin into his cup, a passer-by says, “Hey, man here you go!” The money makes                  

a “blip” sound.  The guy is dismayed because it has ruined  
his coffee. [ It’s generally assumed that people with cups on 

the street are begging for money, whether they are or not. ]  

14 
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E xercise 2-D: text pages 35 to 38, Visual Speech & Thought, Continued  

15 

16 

15 = q. The quotation, “Self-knowledge is no guarantee of happiness, but it is                    
on the side of happiness and can supply the courage to fight for it,” is typical                    
of  Simone de Beauvoir (1908-1986). [ She was a French writer, feminist intellectual, 
existentialist, social theorist, and political activist. She’s also known for her open 
relationship with French philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre. ] 

16 = t. The famous quote, “A journey of a thousand miles 
begins with a single step,” is usually attributed to Lao-Tsu (also 

called Laozi), founder of philosophical Taoism. It often appears 
on “inspirational images” and has been paraphrased so many 
times it’s almost considered a “proverb.” [ What does it mean? 
“Even the longest and most difficult ventures a starting point.” ] 

17 = p. The topic of this parody of a motivational poster is “Age.” It shows                    
a “carefree” older man jumping recklessly into what looks like a deep,                    
cold lake.  Its printed message is a piece of sarcastic, “creative wisdom.”                         
The altered line, “You’re never too old to learn something stupid,” is                                  
a takeoff on the proverb, “You’re never too old to learn,” which means,                     
“It’s not too late for new things.” [ Well-known truisms or aphorisms from the 
past are a common source of updated, realistic humor. ]   

17 

18 = o. This early drawing by M.C. Escher shows ancient Babylonians   
attempting to build a tower to reach God. [ “The Tower of Babel” is an                            

old Bible story supposed to explain the origin of different human languages. ]  
Here’s what the artist said about the image: “The work (on the tower) is at                      

a standstill because the builders are no longer able to understand one 
another.” Escher depicts the tower as a geometrical structure seen from 

above.  This implies that competing perspectives limit communication, too.   

20 = r. Children of a certain height enjoy posing under world-famous street                 
artist’s Eduardo Kobra’s big wall-shadow figure of a boy swinging a mallet. 

Photographed two-dimensionally, it looks like the child is being hit by the 
“weapon.” If “visual speech” in a balloon were visible, it  would say some-

thing like, “Ow! Stop that! It hurts!” [ Kobra’s photo-realistic black & white 
style can make it difficult (but fun) to distinguish his art from real-life.  

18 

19 19 = u. A new employee asks a co-worker where the “break 
room” is. [ A break room at a business is a space set aside for 
coffee breaks, lunches, and other “unwinding.” ] Standing in   
front of the lavatory (restroom), his response is, “The break room? 
You’re looking at it!” What he means is that workers that need to 
get away from job stress do it by retreating to the bathroom.  

Ow! Stop 

that!              

It hurts! 

20 
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21 = r. The quotation most commonly attributed to the “First Man on the 
Moon” is astronaut Neil Armstrong’s “That’s one small step for a man, one 
giant leap for mankind.” He spoke the words on July 21, 1969. It has become 
one of the major one-liners in history. [ He meant that it was just “a single 
action of one human being but a major accomplishment for humanity. ]     

22 = dd. [ Superman is a fictional superhero. He first appeared in 
American comic books. In his red cape and blue costume, he became 

a cultural icon. He helped humanity with his superpowers. He was 
“faster than a speeding bullet,” could fly, had X-ray vision, etc. ]  

In this early cartoon panel, he first introduces himself to Lois Lane, his 
love interest, by saying, “You needn’t be afraid of me. I won’t hurt you.”   

25 = v. In this editorial (political) cartoon by Bob Gorell, one character is 
holding a sign that says, “Want to be rich.” The other is advertising that he 
“Used to be rich.” One of them says, “Well, it looks like the President                   
solved our problem with income inequality!” The point of the joke is that in 
hard economic times, it’s easier to become equally poor than equally rich.   

E xercise 2-D: text pages 35 to 38, Visual Speech & Thought, Continued  

27 = cc. In classroom spoofs, excuses for not bringing finished homework 
are plentiful. In this cartoon, a student says, “I don’t have my homework, 
Miss Flynn—my parents forgot to do it.” The amusing idea that parents  
“help” their kids so much that they end up doing the work is also common.  

22 

21 

23 

23 = z. [ Charlie Brown is the central character of the comic strip Peanuts.  
Created by Charles M. Schulz, he is depicted as a "lovable loser." He is usually 
nervous and lacks self-confidence.  He’s afraid people are laughing at him. ]   
In this typical single-panel cartoon, he’s embarrassed by a malfunctioning.      
He says (to himself and readers), “Ever notice that the number of people 
watching is directly proportional to the stupidity of your actions?”   

24 = o. The figure in this “instructional cartoon” asks “Is this cartoon panel 
occupied?” The question is a takeoff on the conventional polite expression,  

“Is this seat taken?” With his “Big Bag o’ Funny Captions,” the character 
implies that amusing “visual speech” is looking for space to display itself.    24 

24 

26 = r. [ This image from the Halifax Chronicle is by editorial cartoonist Bruce 
MacKinnon. ] Leading Steve Jobs (co-founder of Apple Computers) into 

Heaven, St. Peter introduces the newcomer to Moses, the Biblical prophet                  
who supposedly received the Ten Commandments on two stone tablets.   

When Peter says, “Moses, meet Steve. He’s gonna upgrade your tablets,”                       
the joke is a pun. Tablets are mobile computers, which Jobs helped develop.  

Exercise 2-D:  Visual Speech & Thought: Text Pages 35-38 

26 

27 
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Bonus Pictures: Here are more images with words of the “Visual Speech” of a few of those 
above. Compare them with pictures of the same numbers. Tell your thoughts about them.  

30 = x-1, x-2, x-3, x-4, x-5, x-6. The first five images of this          
one-panel cartoon are famous U.S. Presidents or world leaders. 
Abraham Lincoln says, “All men are created equal,” a quote from the 
1776Declaration of Independence. “We shall fight them on the 
beaches,” is the title of a 1940 speech by Winston Churchill in the 
House of Commons (U.K. Parliament), referring to the defense of 
Europe against the Nazis. In his 1961 inaugural speech, the 35th 
President John F. Kennedy famously said, “Ask not what your country 
can do for you, ask what you can do for your country.” Civil rights leader Martin Luther King, Jr.’s 
1963 “I have a dream” speech called for an end to racism. “Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this 
wall!” was said by 40th President Ronald W. Reagan in his speech at Brandenburg Gate in Berlin, 
Germany.  These are all memorable, world-famous quotes delivered in great political   
speeches for noble causes. Contrast the last image, presumably of a current politician with 
nothing of importance to say, whose speech bubble contains just the word, “Uh . . . .” 

30 

17 21 

12 2 

29 = aa-1, aa-2, aa-3, aa-4. Trying to get his father’s 
attention, a boy says, “Dad? Hey, Dad!” When there’s                   
no response from behind his newspaper, the son repeats, 
“Dad? Dad?!” Finally he shouts, “HEY, DAD!” Startled,                 
the man says, “What? You don’t have to scream!”                    

The point or lesson is that it’s often hard to get others’ (especially elders’) attention without 
making a fuss. But when you shout, they may get defensive or indignant.    

28 = y-1, y-2, y-3. Over coffee, two mothers are                       
is talking about their children. One says to the other, 

“Danny goes to high school next year.”                          
“Wow,” reacts her friend. “That’s quite a milestone.” After a pause, the first asks,                 

“For him or for me?” What’s the point of the joke or the “wisdom?” It’s that parents  
closely involved with their kids may be more affected by the important events in their 

lives than the children themselves. They’re “rites of passage” for both generations.    

E xercise 2-D: text pages 35 to 38, Visual Speech & Thought, Continued  

28

29

29 

16 

22 


